Product Technical Bulletin
PRODUCT NAME:
Clay Magic® Detailing Clay Medium-Grade

PART #:
CM1200
(Medium-Grade)

PACKAGE:
200 gram bar

PRODUCT CATEGORY:
Surface Preparation

COLOR:
Red

SCENT:
N/A

ABRASIVENESS:
2 out of 10 (10 is highest amount of abrasive)
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
Clay Magic® surface clay makes your vehicle’s finish as smooth as glass; while
removing harmful surface contaminants such as paint overspray, tree sap, bug residue,
industrial fallout, and other stubborn dirt. Clay Magic® is safe on all types of vehicles. A
200 gram clay bar can last up to 20 details depending on the contamination level.
DIRECTIONS:
Form Clay Magic® into an oval shape. Spray Clay Magic® Clay Lube onto a 3'x3' section
of a clean, cool and dry surface. Gently rub the clay bar over the area using a back-andforth motion in 5 to 6 passes. Wipe the surface dry. To clean the clay bar, simply fold it in
half and reshape into an oval shape. Store the clay bar in a clay container or plastic
baggie with a light spray of lubricant. Follow CM1200 with a quality polish such as Auto
Magic® BC-2® to remove any micro scratches left from the medium-grade clay. BC-2®
will also leave a protective high gloss finish.
NOTE: DISCARD BAR IF DROPPED ON THE GROUND.
SURFACE APPLICATIONS:
Refinished paint, factory paints, clear coats, acrylics, enamels, and lacquer paints. It can
also be used on glass, chrome, fiberglass, plastic, and many other smooth hard surfaces
for contamination and paint overspray removal.
HELPFUL TIPS:
Always make sure the surface you intend to clay is thoroughly washed, dried, and cool.
Fold the clay frequently to ensure clean clay is used. It is best to fold the clay after each
main body panel is completed. Most of the contamination removal is going to be on the
upper portions of the vehicle (above the side moldings). Do not use clay without a clay
lubricant. The lubricant helps glide the clay and loosen imbedded surface debris. Do not
use the clay if dropped on the ground. This collected dirt may add surface scratches.
SAFETY & HANDLING:
Safety Data Sheets can found online at automagic.com
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